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EU-China Discourse on Multipolarity and Multilateralism: Mutual Interaction?

David Scott*

This article looks at the diplomatic rhetoric invoked by the EU and China. Both actors are keenly aware of soft power attractiveness. Both actors are sensitive over the role of public diplomacy – policies and language – in generating soft power profiles. In this domain of public diplomacy language, both actors use the terms ‘multipolarity’ and ‘multilateralism’ in their discussion of their relationship in particular, and the international system in general. Yet each side emphasizes one more than another and each side treats the concept differently. This convergence and divergence over relative use of multipolarity and multilateralism indicates the role of strategic language, it indicates some of the limits of norm-based analysis and policies, and perhaps indicates the (soft power) non-traditional security areas where the EU-China strategic partnership can push forward on, as well as indicating (certain hard power) areas that are not particularly meaningful, despite the rhetoric.

1 INTRODUCTION

This article looks at the diplomatic rhetoric invoked by the European Union (EU) and the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in their ‘strategic partnership’ proclaimed in 2003. Two public diplomacy terms, ‘multipolarity’ and ‘multilateralism’, feature in their strategic discourse on the nature of the international system in general and on their particular relationship within it. Here, questions of what Callahan terms ‘language politics’ are in play not only in Chinese choice of public diplomacy language towards the EU, but also in the EU’s choice of wording towards China. The two terms sound similar but are different. Multipolarity is an elitist classification about how power in the international system is distributed among several (multi) significant poles, multipolarization is the process leading to a multipolar system, and multipolarism is the policy trying to bring about that process of multipolarization and end result
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of multipolarity. Meanwhile, multilateralism indicates a policy of cooperation in
the international system between several (multi) actors, rather than unilateralism or
bilateralism. It can be pointed out that in EU-China relations, each actor
potentially and actually affect the other through such language deployment and
ongoing formulation of their relationship.

2 MULTIPOLAR AVENUES

Since the 1990s, China has openly accepted the inevitability and desirability of
‘multipolarity’ (duojihua), with itself as a rising pole of power, able to reshape US
unipolarity. As the former leader Jiang Zemin told European leaders, ‘the force of
one single polar [i.e., the US] can not achieve balance and only the combination
of multi-polars can ensure equilibrium’. Indeed, in the wake of US economic
difficulties in early 2009, the People’s Daily argued in an article titled ‘The U.S.
Hegemony Ends, the Era of Global Multipolarity Enters’ that ‘a new phase of
multipolar world power structure will come into being . . . and the international
order will be correspondingly reshuffled’. Newly in power, President Xi Jinping
announced in April 2013 that China sought to ‘actively promote a multipolar
world’. Álvaro de Vasconcelos argues that there is ‘a normative dimension to
multipolarity . . . a multipolar balance of power and resulting alliance building in
particular, serves as a counterweight to US power. This is certainly the case from
the standpoint of China’. China’s policy and norm of ‘anti-hegemonism’ (fàn bā)
can have soft power attractiveness for other actors.

Given ‘the pervasiveness of multipolar thinking’ in China, Chinese analysts
frequently continue to interpret EU-China links in multipolar frames and
balancing outcomes. Although the term ‘multipolarity’ is not used in joint
EU-China declarations, nevertheless (and significantly), the Chinese government
continues to use ‘multipolarity’ in its description of EU-China relationship. In that
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setting, the Chinese Prime Minister Wen Jiabao in a Joint Press Conference with the Commission President Barroso argued in 2010 that ‘we both stand for world multipolarity’, but made no mention of multilateralism. His assertion that ‘we stand’ for world multipolarity is an assumption if not presumption about EU perspectives. Here we find that, significantly in contrast, Barroso’s following speech there made no mention of multipolarity, but instead stressed multilateralism; ‘in our history of diplomatic relations, the EU has always supported a role for China in world affairs and in multilateral institutions’. His successor as Prime Minister, Li Keqiang, similarly affirmed in 2013 how China has always been viewing its ties with Europe in a strategic perspective as an important pole in a multipolar world.

During 2012 and 2013, Song Tao, the Chinese Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs with special responsibilities for Europe, frequently invoked multipolarity in connection with the EU and China. In part, Song argued that both actors were both operating in a multi-polar world. In part, he argued that ‘a stable, prosperous and growing Europe is conducive to international multipolarity’. So far, one could argue that this indicated Chinese views about the international system as a whole; but Song also went on to make claims about what the EU was doing and indeed thinking. For example, in August 2012 there was his claim that ‘China and the EU have worked vigorously to promote a multi-polar world’; in December 2012 that ‘advocacy for a multipolar world is the strategic foundation of China-EU relations’; and in April 2013 that ‘as two important forces in the world, both China and Europe advocate a multi-polar world’. However, the EU is not a particular strong advocate of multipolarity in itself nor of the balancing undertones which underpin much of PRC usage of the term. This prompted Franco Algieri to suggest that ‘the problem for China is that the EU and its Member States are

rather hesitant to use the term multipolarity in the context of EU foreign, security and defence policy’.  

Admittedly, at the EU-level there has been recognition of the world’s multipolar structure. In 2011, multipolarity was a question of objective reality for the EU Commission President, José Barroso; ‘the geopolitical context is being revolutionized by . . . the emergence of a multipolar world. These are important issues for the world and for Europe’.  

At the start of 2013, it was a sense of some urgency for him that ‘it is more necessary than ever to have a European pole in the multipolar international system of the future’. However, when EU figures talk about multipolarity they often entwine it with projecting soft power normative values that are very different from hard power anti-hegemonism balancing undertones seen from Chinese figures; for example, Zapatero and Rompuy’s sense that ‘the EU must reaffirm its role as a leader within a multipolar world, setting itself out as a secure reference point for democracy, human rights and social progress for the world’.  

However, EU use of multipolarity language has not been a dominant feature of its public diplomacy language. Not only does the EU generally prefer to use ‘multilateralism’ (and ‘regionalism’) in its general foreign policy discourse, it also directly criticizes ‘multipolarity’ as a norm and as a policy. The hard power balancing associations of multipolarity have made it a rather loaded term for European usage, with the EU perhaps uncertain of itself, and its normative multilateral message, in such a multipolar hard power world. Three clear examples can be seen of reluctance by the EU to tie itself, and the EU-China relationship, into a multipolar framework.  

The first example is an interestingly-titled speech in 2005, on The EU, China and the Quest for a Multilateral World, by Benita Ferrero-Waldner, the European Commissioner for External Relations and European Neighbourhood Policy. It had a three-fold structure. She started with the straightforward assertion that ‘China
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and the EU are obviously interested in the nature of global politics in the 21st century, and then went on to note that ‘some have talked of building a ‘multipolar world’. For the EU, however, it is not the number of poles which counts, but rather the basis on which they operate. Our vision is a world governed by rules created and monitored by multilateral institutions; and concluded by saying with regard to such multilateralism that ‘I know China shares this [multilateral] approach’. The initial assertion was not controversial, the middle part reference to ‘some countries’ talking of a multipolar world was aimed at China which used that precise phrase, and which she differentiated from the EU; while her final soothing phrase that China shared this strong multilateral EU vision was doubtful since a sovereignty-sensitive China is adverse to being monitored and imposed on by outside multilateral frameworks.

A second example is from the President of the European Commission, Barroso, who discussed multipolarity thoughtfully in a paper in 2010 on The European Union and Multilateral Global Governance. On the one hand, he accepted ‘there are, clearly, some virtues in a multipolar international society. It limits “hegemonic” power, which can often be a source of instability’. On the other hand, he then went on to warn of the ‘the risks associated with multipolarity . . . multipolar strategies in terms of expansion and competition for dominance’. Lessons from history were pointed out by him of how ‘attempts to create a multipolar balance of power, in order to avoid the emergence of imperial or hegemonic states, ended up in violent competition between great powers’. He thus felt that a ‘global balance of power may limit hegemonic unilateralism, but it does not by itself stop unilateral strategies by the different poles. Multipolarity may be a necessary condition for global multilateralism, but it is not sufficient’. Consequently, ‘having delegitimized multipolar power politics in the European continent, the Union must now work to prevent the emergence of this model on a global scale’. This cuts across China’s continuing evocation of the inevitability and desirability of the emergence of a multipolar world and China’s role in it as one of the major pole of power.

A third example comes from Catherine Ashton, the EU High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy. She admitted that ‘saying that we live in a multi-polar world is surely correct’, but then went on to immediately
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say that ‘multi-polar is not the same as multilateral’, which is correct conceptually.28 Did she express a preference? She certainly did by stating ‘we Europeans have a strong interest in a strong multilateral system, based on the rule of law’.29 From a Chinese perspective, this is laced with heavy unwanted triumphalist Western norm undertones: indicated by Ashton’s continuation that ‘in many respects the rise of the new powers is the outcome of a victory of ‘our’ model of open markets and, we hope, of increasingly open societies. It is perhaps in a way the triumph of Western values and principles’.30

Nevertheless, despite these reservations over multipolarity, there has been some wider EU deployment of multipolarity language. A degree of hard power logic for multipolarity was seen from Barroso at the start of 2013, where he veered from multipolarity as an objective trend to multipolarity as a subjective policy with his comment that ‘it is more necessary than ever to have a European pole in the multipolar international system of the future. This necessity becomes clear when we talk to our partners in Asia’.31 China of course was the largest partner in Asia that the EU was talking with, necessitating a clearer stronger EU coherence and multipolar cohesion. The then EU Commissioner for Trade, Peter Mandelson, deployed some multipolar language, pushing the EU’s role in this emerging international system where ‘the EU is an essential component of a multipolar world’.32 The fact that this was in a speech about EU-China relations makes it all the more telling. Herman van Rompuy, President of the European Council, declared in an interview that with regard to the EU and China ‘we are both attached to a multipolar world’.33 The significance of these comments is that the challenge of partnering an explicitly multipolar-advocating China may be increasing the force of multipolar logic for the EU.34

3 MULTILATERAL AVENUES

In contrast to their respective usages of multipolarity, there is more obvious seeming convergence between the EU and China in their use of multilateralism
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language. It is no coincidence that multipolarity has never appeared in their Annual Summit Joint Declarations, whereas multilateralism frequently does. Typical was the 2012 Joint Declaration following their Annual Summit, in which ‘both sides emphasized multilateralism’, with multipolarity absent from the statement.35

The EU has long stressed multilateralism. Europe’s ‘compulsive multilateralist’ orientation that Michael Smith talks about has deep roots going back to its very foundation in which ‘the Union is itself a multilateral construction’.36 John Groom talks of ‘multilateralism as a way of life in Europe’, in which the various EU members constantly negotiate between each other (and with the EU institutions), through a process of internal multilateralism in the flow of EU policy making and adjustments which generates Mario Telo’s sense of ‘the EU kind of multilateral culture’.37 Such internal multilateralism generates external multilateralism.38 In such a vein, the Consolidated Version of the Treaty on European Union, in other words Treaty of Lisbon, which came into effect in 2009, affirmed in its Article 21.h that the EU sought to ‘promote an international system based on stronger multilateral cooperation’. Various projects like EU4Seas, EU-GRASP and MERCURY, all funded by the EU during 2009–2012, included their finding that ‘the essence of multilateralism is very close to the raison d’etre of the European project’ and that ‘multilateral instincts are deeply rooted in the EU’s identity as an international actor, almost a part of its DNA’.39

EU officials frequently stress the importance of multilateralism. In his 2010 paper The European Union and Multilateral Global Governance, Barroso argued for ‘the EU’s role in reinforcing multilateral rules and institutions at the global level. Multilateralism is the right mechanism to build order and governance in a multipolar world, and the European Union is well-placed to make a decisive contribution’ to the debate.40 Even more pithily, he argued at the United Nations (UN) in 2013 that ‘most importantly, we need multilateral structures that can
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manage our interdependence and today’s multi-polarity’. Barroso has compared multipolarity with multilateralism and found multipolarity wanting. He argued in 2008 that a ‘key trend in international relations today is the emergence of new powers . . . multipolar systems are based on rivalry and competition . . . In international relations, partnerships and a multilateral approach can achieve so much more’. The only problem here is that the most obvious emerging new power China sees a multipolar system structurally arising as a fact of life and objective trend.

The question of normative values runs through debate on European advocacy of multilateralism. Barroso has asserted that his goal was ‘to create a normative framework’ and ‘stimulate the reinforcement of multilateral institutions’ and shape ‘multilateral global governance’. The then High Representative for Common Foreign and Security Policy for the EU, Javier Solana, stressed the EU’s position as a normative, values-fostering and multilateralism-orientated actor in 2006: ‘Europe is a new form of [soft] power. A force for good around the world. A promoter of multilateralism, international law and justice’.

Such EU assertions exemplify the Normative Power Europe (NPE) thesis advanced by Ian Manners in 2002, and echoed in Richard Higgott’s sense of the EU having a ‘normative disposition for multilateralism’. From a European perspective, Miloš Balabán argued that EU normative values ‘based on respect for international law, democratic principles and human rights, together with the maximum respect and use of multilateral institutions such as the UN, the World Trade Organization (WTO) and the International Court of Justice (ICJ), sets it apart from the other main actors in international relations’ and enables ‘the “Europeanization” of international relations as a positive alternative of the functioning of a multipolar world’.

Two things can be commented on here. First, with regard to multilateral institutions, China is happy enough with maximum respect and use of multilateral institutions like the United Nations Security Council, where it has a veto as a Permanent Member, and where the EU has no seat. It has also embraced the WTO participation including defending and launching actions with other
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countries. However, it has strongly rejected any ICJ involvement in disputes where it is a party, most recently in 2013 with regard to the South China Sea where China ruled out international legal arbitration either by the ICJ or by the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS). Second, the other norms like ‘democratic principles and human rights’ are areas of disagreement rather than agreement between the EU and China. The question then arises of how far these normative values are being pushed by the EU or accepted by China within the EU-China relationship.

There is ongoing debate over whether this normative emphasis should be pushed. On the one hand, European voices argue that ‘norm-based contexts which produce multilateral policies constitute a better environment for the EU than crude power politics, which test its cohesion and almost invariably put the EU at a disadvantage’.47 On the other hand, it is precisely (Western-orientated) norms that China remains suspicious of in its bilateral relationship with the EU and in its general international behaviour. Consequently, Fiott argues that ‘serious thought and negotiation will need to be had over the nature of multilateralism itself’; in which he asked ‘should it [multilateralism] be used to impose and enforce binding rules on the participants of any multipolar order’, or ‘should it be conceived in a more pragmatic manner by responding to the prevailing needs at any given time’, a manner in which ‘ideology and mores will play less of a role’.48 Uwe Wissenbach talks of ‘functionalism multilateralism’ as a way forward in EU-China relations.49 A functional-pragmatic rather than normative role for multilateralism is one that China can better work with. The EU may have long term hopes of fostering norm change in China, but that is precisely what China is resistant to. As one Chinese commentator warned: ‘the EU’s attempt to spread European norms and values through the concept of unilateral socialization will, from the Chinese government’s point of view, only undermine China’s willingness to cooperate with the EU’.50 There is also a practical limitation, ‘the EU lacks sufficient leverage, i.e. hard power or real power, to persuade China to embrace European norms and values’, on which ‘China has little interest in internalizing European values and norms and even less incentive to do so’.51
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Europe’s emphasis on multilateralism has led it to stress what it calls ‘effective multilateralism’, as, for example, in the 2003 *European Security Strategy* (ESS). Benita Ferrero-Waldner, the EU Commissioner for External Relations and European Neighbourhood Policy from 2004–2009, argued in 2009 that ‘never has the world needed effective multilateralism more than today . . . multilateralism is the only effective approach’. However, one could ask whether the continuing reiteration of the need for ‘effective multilateralism’ implies that multilateralism so far has been rather ineffective? There can be a sense from Europe’s experience that ‘multilateralism is inevitably unwieldy’. Given that powers like China operate on strong national grounds, Uwe Wissenbach argues that with regard to the European Security Strategy (ESS), ‘the ESS offers no concept for effective multilateralism in relation to Asia and the rising powers there’. Michael Smith points out that ‘the commitment to ‘effective multilateralism’ does not mean that the [European] Union is an effective multilateralist’; since ‘it can act as a practical unilateralist’, holding firm to previously negotiated internal positions and prone to push its own self conception as a different sort of normative power.

By its nature, multilateralism involves sovereignty-impinging constraints. In this connection De Vasconcelos contrasts ‘effective multilateralism’ (EU) and ‘conservative multilateralism’ (China). On the one hand, ‘the EU view is that effective multilateralism involves limits on state sovereignty and that the international community should intervene to protect the fundamental rights of citizens everywhere’; on the other hand, China is a state ‘with a “strong sovereignty” posture, and a much more conservative concept of multilateralism’, which leaves the EU much readier than China to accept multilateral interventionism in the world. The EU has graphically pooled sovereignty in its own very formation and ongoing political processes, while China remains hyper-sensitive on maintaining its state sovereignty within the international system. As the debate carries on over how to achieve ‘effective multilateralism’, European integration is under threat from calls for looser linkages within the EU. Consequently, ‘the future debate on the European project might well envisage a
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shift towards a more intergovernmental EU and a lighter version of EU multilateralism’, in which ‘at the end of such a process, the EU might look more like a loose and informal grouping of European states than a Union as such, and reflect interest- rather than norms-based multilateralism’. 58 This, ironically, would represent convergence with China’s sense, or rather usage, of multilateralism.

One paradox is that despite their use of multilateralism language, the EU’s relationship with China is a bilateral relationship between two actors. In practice, the EU’s relationship with China has been steered through their bilateral strategic partnership and bilateral mechanisms within that, rather than through multilateral mechanisms like the Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM). As such, some scholars have commented that the EU’s bilateral ‘strategic partnerships [with China and other significant powers] . . . might be viewed as betraying the spirit of the effort to build a more multilateralized, rules-based, law-binding international order’. 59 In contrast though, Thomas Renard’s response is that ‘strategic partnerships, albeit a bilateral instrument, can be used as a pragmatic tool to reconcile this trend with the overall objective of effective multilateralism, through closer cooperation with pivotal players within international organizations’. 60 The strategic partnership proclaimed between the EU and China comes into view in which ‘strategic partnerships could then be defined as omni-enmeshment of selected players [like China] in a smart web of bargaining, agreements and structural connections, with a view to strengthen the multilateral system’. 61 However, the comment can immediately be made that as a ‘selected player’, it is questionable whether China wishes to be enmeshed by the EU, particularly given Chinese sensitivities over sovereignty issues.

With regard to China, it was for some time extremely wary of multilateralism. Mao’s emphasis on China as ‘beacon of revolution’ gave a push away from ongoing general inter-state cooperation; while China’s ongoing sensitivity over ‘sovereignty’ has meant it has been generally reluctant to tie itself down in binding multilateral frameworks. Matters of territorial and maritime claims around its periphery have been one key area where multilateral involvement was consistently rejected. This was so with regard to territorial disputes with India in the late 1950s, and with regard to the South China Sea issue from the 1980s onwards. Nevertheless, while the 1990s saw frequent use of multipolarity in China’s diplomatic lexicon, the 2000s saw more frequent use of multilateralism instead.
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EU sources have been more than ready to see multilateralism at play in China’s foreign policy. In part, this may be an objective recognition of multilateralism’s presence; in part, it may be a way for the EU of strengthening such emerging tendencies within China. Thus, in 2005, Solana stressed how ‘multilateralism and respect for international law are fundamental tenets of the EU’s foreign policy. And I know the same is true for China’. Ferrero-Waldner’s sense, or perhaps hope, was that ‘our vision is a world governed by rules created and monitored by multilateral institutions. And I know China shares this approach’. The same year, 2005, the EU Commission President Barroso similarly asserted a ‘shared belief in multilateralism’ between the EU and China. Romano Prodi, his predecessor, repeated this claim in a piece carried by the Chinese People's Institute of Foreign Affairs (CPIFA), that China and the EU had ‘a common vision of the principle of multilateralism’. Such multilateral attributions to China may, or perhaps may not be accurate in terms of China’s own imperatives and self-perceptions, but it certainly indicates something of the EU’s own continuing interest in China as a ‘multilateral’ partner.

China’s adoption of multilateralism language in the 2000s went alongside deployment of other public diplomacy terms like ‘responsible great power’, ‘peaceful rise’, ‘peaceful development’, ‘win-win’, ‘good neighbourhood policy’ and ‘harmonious world’. In turn, such reassurance language benefited China’s ‘international image’, and in turn its soft power attractiveness. This is admitted by many Chinese sources. PRC scholars like Chen Dongxiao pinpoint the ‘strategic value of multilateral diplomacy, which has served [an instrumental choice of word] as a new stage to improve China’s national image’. His choice of the word ‘stage’ is interesting but ambiguous: ‘stage’ as a process or as a theatrical arena? Similarly for Pan Zhongqi, ‘the transformation of China’s diplomacy... is closely related to China’s image of world order and the dynamic change of its image gap’. Image is related to soft power, and with it Xu Xin’s sense that ‘to be sure, the newly found utility of multilateralism largely lies in the growing importance of soft power in international relations, of which the Chinese have become increasingly conscious and
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appreciative’. If European multilateralists hear comments from PRC figures like Song Xinning that ‘Chinese multilateralism is a tool and a tactic, not an intergovernmental mechanism or institutional arrangement’, then distrust is perhaps heightened not reduced. As the debate continues over how far China’s adoption of terms like multilateralism, as well as other reassurance diplomatic terms, are a short-term pragmatic functionalist tool, or how far they represent long-term deeper normative values, such explanations from PRC figures end up reassuring less and damaging more China’s image, through being seen as misleading propaganda. There remains a running debate on ‘the hollowness of China’s ostensible and much-touted commitment to multilateralism’, not only in Asia, but also in Europe.

Tactically, adoption of multilateralism rhetoric by China could also be seen as a tactical balancing response to US unilateralism, a unilateralism that the EU had some similar concerns under the Bush administration. Hence official Chinese headlines like ‘FM slams unilateralism, favors multilateralism’, China’s adoption of multilateralism posed an alternative to US unilateralism, in effect a ‘soft balancing’ similar to the way in which advocacy of multipolarity posed an alternative to US unipolarity. This fear about Chinese anti-US balancing motives lies behind Frank Umbach’s caution that ‘Europeans . . . are worried that China might support multilateral organizations but subject its support for tactical reasons to global order-policy concepts of strategic multipolarity, the result being more political and economic rivalry and less multilateral cooperation’.

Criticisms have been made in Europe of China’s adoption of multilateralism language with regard to the EU’s dealing with China. Odgaard and Biscop argue that ‘the EU’s ambition to enmesh China in a system of effective multilateralism’ comes up against what they call China’s ‘contingent multilateralism’, in which ‘China favours these engagements and goals to the extent that they restrain and commit others, but is much more conservative if they require restraint or commitment on its own part’. Their pessimistic conclusion is that consequently ‘China’s commitment to multilateralism cannot form a reliable basis for long-term EU
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policy planning towards China’. However, rather than criticizing China for such tactical multilateralism, one could argue that it would be better for the EU policy planning to base itself on China’s ongoing commitment to multipolarity, and so operate towards China as a multipolar Great Power partner?

Here it is relevant to consider an explanation that the EU’s stress on multilateralism reflects a degree of EU failure in grasping the nettle of hard power multipolarity game playing. Thomas Renard argues that faced with ‘this rising multipolarity . . . it is in the interest of the EU . . . to promote an international order based on systemic and rule-based multilateralism because the EU is simply unable to play [multipolar] realpolitik with other global players’. The EU has no developed Great Power military presence; so a focus on multilateralism can be seen as in the EU’s interests, because it offers an alternative non-military avenue for its presence in multilateral negotiation, for which it is better equipped. However, rather than criticizing China for half-hearted or limited multilateralism, the EU could simply play China at its own game, i.e. strengthen its security and foreign policy capacities so as to act and react as another Great Power in a multipolar system.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Questions remain from these convergent and divergent patterns of public diplomacy language use by the EU and by China. If ‘for China, multilateralism is more like a kind of diplomatic tool rather than a mechanism for international order’, will continued interaction with the EU generate a move towards seeing it in more structural terms? How far does China’s adoption of multilateralism language reflect normative change on the part of the PRC, or does it reflect a ‘conditional multilateralism’ that operates as an image-shaping tool or tactic? How does China’s emphasis on multilateralism (and other assurance diplomacy terms) affect the ‘trust deficit’ issues pinpointed by both sides of the EU-China relationship? What does the zhizhu (pillars) formulation of Chinese foreign policy that ‘great powers are the key, multilateralism is the stage’ imply for Chinese advocacy of multilateralism? The word wutai can be translated as ‘stage’ in the sense of platform or venue and outlet, but stage can also have the sense of a temporary provisional moment rather than permanent feature of policy. It can also point to something being staged, with the implication that China’s adoption of
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multilateralism in its dealings with the EU represents tactical soft power ‘opportunism’ in play. Even if China’s adoption of multilateralism language has been tactical, continuing reiteration of it may root it as a belief and norm, perhaps reflecting some international socialization impact of the EU on China. However, counter-intuitively, if China’s multilateral behaviour is indeed a mixture of initial watching and engaging followed by circumventing and shaping, then the arguments of international socialization via multilateralism are diminished the longer China engages in such avenues.78

Equally well, how far does China’s readiness to use and evoke multipolar language challenge the EU to develop hard power ‘effective multipolarity’ rather than soft power ‘effective multilateralism’? Some European criticisms of China can be turned on their heads. Álvaro de Vasconcelos’ argument that ‘multipolarity can weaken multilateralism’, given the ability and readiness of Great Powers, like China, to push their own unilateral national interests, is true; as is Paul van Hooft’s argument that ‘at present China does not seem to have the ability or interest to play a supporting role to current multilateral structures’.79 However, this weakening of multilateralism can be used to argue that the EU could also operate in terms of its own multipolar interests. Theresa Fallon’s point is also valid, when commenting on Chinese visits to Europe, that ‘the EU has seen the growth of a multipolar world but this development has not been on its terms. A strong advocate of unilateralism, it has instead seen an evolving multipolar world based on bilateral relationships’.80 Yet that could serve as a spur for the EU to drop its multilateralism emphasis and instead concentrate on extending its bilateral relationships with other significant powers like China. Here we can invoke Hyde-Price’s study on the *European Security in the Twenty-First Century: The Challenge of Multipolarity*. He pinpointed the present ‘dominant political discourse in the heartlands of the EU, the goal of a Kantian peace order . . . in this Kantian idyll, great powers are no longer preoccupied by the balance of power’.81 From this came a stress in which ‘Europe today is steadily building a Kantian (*foedus pacificum* ‘pacific union’) in which soft power, multilateralism and shared interest with ensure peace, security and prosperity for all’.82 However, Hyde-Price saw this as flawed, as ignoring the real world and needing to be replaced by adoption of IR
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realism imperatives, and with it multipolarity language and balancing policies.\textsuperscript{83} This would represent a more hard-headed approach, but one that IR realism advocates would recognize as practical politics in action. One way for the EU to meet Barroso’s call in May 2012 that the eurocrisis ‘has opened our eyes to a fast-growing multi-polar world and reinforced our view that we need to do things differently if we are to compete on an equal footing with our global partners’ would be for the EU to adopt a more explicit multipolarism alongside China.\textsuperscript{84} Indeed, in a fashion that China would recognize, Catherine Ashton noted in her Final Report to the European Council on Security and Defence, held in December 2013, that ‘a multipolar and interconnected international system’ pointed to the EU ‘projecting power’ through appropriate ‘military capabilities’.\textsuperscript{85}

To conclude, the EU may be socializing China with regard to multilateralism, but equally well China may end up socializing the EU with regard to multipolarity. China’s own continuing embrace of multipolarity suggests a model for the EU. Thus, even as the EU socializes China into deeper multilateralism outlooks, China may be socializing or at least spurring the EU into greater multipolar outlooks. This represents multipolar-multilateral divergence, convergence and mutual interaction in EU-China relations. This also suggests a convergence between multipolarity and multilateralism, conceptually but also politically.\textsuperscript{86}

\textsuperscript{83} Ibid., 19.
\textsuperscript{84} Barroso, Simply Innovation, SPEECH/12/343 (Europa) (8 May 2012).
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